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Obsolete topics

This page contains a list of links to obsolete external pages and a list of obsolete topics hosted in this twiki.

Obsolete external links

This is a list of obsolete external links:

- COOL old AFS site
- CORAL old AFS site
- POOL old AFS site
- Persistency Framework old Drupal site

Obsolete topics in the Persistency twiki

Several topics which had been added in the past to this or previous twikis have become obsolete over the years. While most of these obsolete topics are still in the main twiki pages or have been deleted, a few have been moved to a special section of this twiki, by declaring them as children of this standalone ObsoleteTopics page. If a page in this twiki becomes obsolete, please rename it (so that its name starts with "OLD") and move it to the obsolete section by setting its parent topic to the ObsoleteTopics page. Note that the ObsoleteTopics page has no parent.

This is a list of the obsolete topics in this web (i.e. of the children of this page):

- OLDCool130ApiChanges
- OLDCoolDataOverhead
- OLDCoolFaq
- OLDCoolFlashbackTests
- OLDCoolInsertionTest
- OLDCoolLinux
- OLDCoolPerfSV
- OLDCoolPlatformSupport
- OLDCoolRACLoadTest
- OLDCoolRelational
- OLDCoolTODORomain
- OLDCoolTwiki
- OLDCoralAPI
- OLDCoralMain
- OLDCoralScope
- OLDCoralServer
- OLDPersistencyCMT
- OLDPersistencyCvs2Svn
- OLDPersistencyPuppet
- OLDPersistencyQuattor
- OLDPersistencyServices
- OLDPoolCollections
- OLDPoolRootStorageSvc
- OLDPoolTests
- OLDPvss2CoolTest
- PersistencyCluster

-- AndreaValassi - 18-Jun-2010
Obsolete topics in the Persistency twiki